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Govt love for the aged has a bad ending 
Our government expresses much concern for the aged as it continues to fight off the 
great pandemic. 
That seems commendable if, like me, you’re one of the subjects of that political 
sympathy. But beneath the show of affection lies a rather awful irony. 
Fussed over, isolated, vaccinated and supposedly loved, us oldies are still gonna cark 
it sooner or later, and for that eventuality our politicians are missing in action. 
With a bit of luck we’ll go unexpectedly in our sleep, but if death is prolonged we’ll 
rely on a special medical service, which has been neglected by successive recent 
governments to the point of financial collapse. 
I’m talking about the hospice movement, one of globe’s best regarded charitable 
organisations. There are 36 in NZ, and if/when we need their expert palliative care, it 
costs us nothing.  
And there’s the irony. While the government has spent billions to prevent Covid-19 
killing many thousands of old and vulnerable people, it has ignored the growing 
impact of the Baby Boomer bulge starting to die off, as well as the effects of 
lockdown on the key hospice source of non-government income, the hospice shop. 
Over the past two decades, government funding for Hospice Taranaki, for example, 
has declined from 70 percent to a new low of 47 percent.  
At the same time, the organisation’s five shops have twice had to close their doors 
during lockdowns, meaning significant loss of income and disruption to its volunteer 
army. 
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The hospice gets its government funding via the 
Taranaki District Health Board, which is already under 
the same economic pressures as all health boards. So no 
chance of extra generosity from that quarter. 
NZ’s hospice movement is asking for a better and more 
realistic system – it wants 70 percent funding again, 
given directly by the government.  
It doesn’t want any more than that (given its shops can meet the rest) because it 
doesn’t want to fall down the deep well of central government control. 
I discovered the above after Lin and I decided to publish a book showing an 
illustrated collection of my past newspaper columns. One focus is on Hospice 
Taranaki, which will receive most proceeds from the book, whose sales begin this 
week from the five hospice shops in New Plymouth, Hawera, Stratford and Waitara. 
The book includes five columns I’ve written about the hospice, as well as a lengthy 
interview with hospice CEO Paul Lamb in which he reveals the financial challenges 
our and all hospices face. 

HOSPICE BOSS: Paul Lamb, CEO of Hospice Taranaki. 
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There are other dilemmas, as well, such as what happens to hospices with the new 
End-Of-Life law, and do they expand their already mostly full palliative care wards 
to meet the expanding death rate, or instead support more patients to live out their 
last days at home. 
The new book – called Random Thoughts: Jim Tucker revisits favourite columns – is 
not just a repeat of some of the 237 columns written for the Taranaki Daily News and 
Stuff in the five years 2016 to 2021; it features followups telling what, if anything, 
transpired from column criticism of various local and government organisations. 
Take the Len Lye Centre. How does main sponsor John Matthews feel about NZ’s 
unique sculptural art gallery after its first five years?  
Why do the province’s streams suddenly rate so poorly under a new government 
monitoring scheme? A long interview with one of Taranaki Regional Council’s 
experts tells how unrealistic the observation requirements have become. 
And what consistently lets down a recent fine era of expensive improvements to the 
province’s best-loved park? 
The book has a couple of new columns, as well as a collection of those which made a 
public impact at the time, such as a complaint about a church group preaching in 
Pukekura Park, the dad who built a controversial tree-hut for his kids, the stalled 
opportunity to expand Pukekura Park for international cricket (and rugby), and such 
crucial things in life as switching from soap to gel in the shower, and the longevity of 
Dan Carter-sponsored underpants. 
The book’s printing has been paid for by Dr George Mason through his charitable 
fund. He has helped ensure that if the book sells well there will be a significant sum 
raised for Hospice Taranaki. 
And help from the government? I can merely speculate on potential protestations by 
former politicians as they are eventually wheeled through the front door of a hospice 
somewhere: “I wanted to give you 100 percent funding, of course…” 


